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Ewing’s Sarcoma of the Mandible: a Case Report
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Ewing’s sarcoma of the mandible is a rare deasese. The treatement is based
on surgery and chemotherapy. We report a case of a twenteen-year-old girl
diagnosed and treated for an Ewing’s sarcoma of mandilble.
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Introduction

CASE REPORT

Ewing’s sarcoma (ES) was described by James
Ewing in 1921 [1.9 It’s the second most common
bone primary malignant tumors described in children, following osteosarcoma. ES is an aggressive
tumor with poor differentiation, commonly arising in the diaphyses of long bones, ribs, pelvis
and vertebrae at the ages of 10 to 15 years [2,3].
More than 50% of ES cases originate in the pelvis and long bones [4, 5, 6] with distant dissemination at diagnosis being the rule rather than the exception, reflecting its aggressive biological behavior [7]. Primary localization in the face is very rare
and occurs in only 1% to 4% of cases [3]. Mandibular
bone is affected more than max-illar bone, with
only few cases reported.

A twenteen-year-old girl presented two months
ago a painless in the right parotid region, witch
growths progressively, with limitation of mouth
opening and difficulties in chewing. Panoramic
radiograph noted an expansive osteocondansant
process with resorption of the cortical. Cranial computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging with contrastrevealed a destructive lesion
extensively involving the right mandible, mesured 6,5*5,5 cm, with cortical’s bone destruction and fracture. This mass reached the soft
parts. Surgical bone biopsy confirmed mandibular infiltration by ES. Immunohistochemistry
showed strong positivity for CD99. The pelvic thoraco abdominal CT was normal. Bone scintigraphy
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showed hyperfixation at the level of the mandibular
primary lesion. The patient was treated according
to the Euro-EWING99 protocol with 6 cycles of
neoadjuvant chemotherapy regimens combining
vincristine, ifosfamide, doxorubicin and etoposide.
At the end of this chemotherapy, the iconography
revealed persistent swelling of the mandible with
a tumor volume decrease of more than 70%.The
surgical procedure consisted of complete excision
of the mandible with reconstruction by osteosynthesis. Anatomopathological examination on surgical specimen showed a diffuse bone and gingival fibroinflammatory remodeling without viable tumor residue with no cervical lymph node
metastasis. The post operator treatment consist on
adjuvant chemotherapy associated vincristin, actinomycin and ifosfamide.

Discussion
Ewing’s sarcoma is the second most common prima-ry malignant tumor of the bone in children and
adoles-cents [2]. The site of predilection is mostly the
posterior regions with a 4:1 ratio compared to anterior regions [3]. The review of the English language
literature from 1950 to 2017 revealed 102 cases of ES
family tumor in the jaws. Interestingly, the majority of these cases were reported within the past
decade, possibly indicating an increased awareness
of the diagnosis [8]. In the head and neck region,
there are nonspecific clinical findings for ES; most
of the patient’s complaints at time of presentation are due to the mass effect of the tumor, its rapid growth, the swelling of the affected area and the
pain sensation. Ewing’s sarcoma is a poorly differentiated neurec-todermal tumor with small,
round and blue cells [9]. Histopathologically, ES is
composed of small, poorly differentiated cells with
medium size, round or oval nuclei exhibiting a fine
chromatin pattern, small nucleoli and scanty cytoplasm [10,11]. The intracytoplasmatic glycogen
may be demonstrated by PAS stain in 75% of the
cases, but it is not pathognomonic and conclusive
because other small round cell may show the presence of glycogen as well [11,12]. Due to similarity
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with many malignant tumors, the diagnosis of ES
can be very difficult and the lesion must be differentiated from other small round cell tumors, such
as small cell osteosarcoma, mesenchymal chondrosarcoma, embryonal rhabydomyosarcoma, neuroblastoma and lymphoma [13]. The use of immunohistochemistry has helped in the diagnosis
of this tumor. More than 90% of cases show a characteristic transloca-tion t(11;22) (q24;q12) resulting
in the fusion of the EWS and FLI-1 genes [14].
This gene rearrangement causes a fusion product
which functions as an oncogenic aberrant transcription factor with structural variability and poten-tially prognostic impact. Immmunoreactivity against
FLI 1 and CD99 can confirm the diagnosis [9]. There
are other chromosomal abnormalities such as multiple numerical and structural aberrations and the
loss of chromosomes 5, 8, 9, 10, 12 and X [15].
Plain radiographs are the first tool for determining the presence of bone lesions and remain the
most useful im-aging technique for suggesting ES.
Generally, ES presents as a lytic, permeative, poorly defined lesion. However, “onion skin” periosteal
reaction, which is a common finding in long bones,
occurs rarely in the mandible [10].
Combined therapy including surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy is the best approach
for ES [13,16]. Multidisciplinary treatment protocols
have dramatically improved the 5-year survival
rate of patients from 16 to 75%. Radiotherapy
can treat nonresectable primaries and chemotherapy can suppress micrometastasis and reduce
tumor load before surgery. The chemother-apeutic agents commonly used are vincristine, doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide, ifosfamide and actinomycin-D [8]. ES has poor prognosis because of
hematogenous spread and lung metastases occur
rapidly. Systemic symptoms, high erythrocyte sedimentation rate, elevated serum lactate dehydrogenase levels and thrombocytosis are poor prognostic
indicator. Major prognostic factors include the tumor site and its volume as well as the presence of
metastases. However, tumors in jaws have a better
prognosis than those in long bones.
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